
DAY 3

POSITIONS , MODELS

Spectat More



TODAY's PLAN

POSITIONS & LIMIT POSITIONS

COMPLETENESS Proofs Limit Positions

SPEECH ACTS BRIDGE PRINCIPLES

Assertion &Denial/weake Strong
RULES As DEFINITIONS

EXTRA TOPICS



POSITIONS
,
ASSERTION DENAL

What is the import of on prof from Ato B?

fo Assertion & DEAL , don't assert# deny is .

A position in whichA is asserted t is is
denied is out of Bounds.

L
JASSERTED

Positions : [X : Y]
5 & DENED

X &Y are sets



BRIDGE PRINCIPLES

If Xc-Y is derivable , then

don't ASSERTX & DENY
Y.

M
This is NEGATIVE

Is thereapositive bridge principle
indicating what you Could do or
StouD do with a valid sequent
or witha proof ?



THIS DEPENDSOn WHAT SPEECHACTS are in PLAY ---

* derivation of XI-A.Y shows how to infor
A in a posities [X :Y).

· What is it to infes A in this sense?

· It's to comprehensively answer a justification request
for A , Lin acontextwhere [X:Y] is takenas given.)

[More onthis later)



THERE IS A CONNECTION betweenthese

two ACCOUNTS .

X2-A ,Y : In [X:Y] , denying A is outof bounds-

ie
,
relative to [X:Y] · A is UNDENABLE.

X-A .Y : We show that A against a context[X=Y] .

To dothis isto showthat A is undeniable,

&) if weshowthat A is undeniable,mehave(
!)

provedAt

(More onthis , later)



Norms FOR BOUNDS

*(A :A] is outofbounds

* If [X :4] is outof bounds ,

so are [X ,A :4) and [X : A,4) .

* If [X : A,4) (X ,A :7] are out of bounds,

them so is [X : Y]

* If [X :4) is outof bounds then for some Suite
subsets X'EX ; Y'EY, [X:Y'] is out of bounds.



Norms FOR BOUNDS

Al-A

*(A :A] is outofbounds

* If [X :U] is outof bounds, this
so are [X ,A :4) and [X : A,4) .

* If [X : A,4) (X ,A :7] are out of bounds,

them so is [X : Y] *A Y XALY
X+ Y

* If [X :4) is outof bounds then for some Suite
subsets X'EX ; Y'EY, [X:Y'] is out of bounds.

COMPACTNESS !



AVAILABLE POSITIONS

·Let's call a position (X:4) AVAILABLE
when it is not out of bounds.

· Son if [X :4] is available so is either

[X,A :Y] or [X : A,4].



Positions Sequents

[X:Y] is outof bounds iff Xi-y is

derivable for some finte XIX , Y'2Y ·

We write XDY to saythat [X:Y] is
out of bounds

for new, we are no longer presuming that

Identity dequents are the only axiend-

we allow otherprimitively analytically
validdequents - of Fa , at

3 - fb>I
fa
,
b >191-fb ; 0-11-

I



POSITION EXTENSION

[x:Y] <[X: 71]

if X<x/$734 !



LIMIT POSITIONS

Given a language < ,
aLimitPosition (e :4)

is a pair where

· [2:] is apartitiesofL
- in Zu =Li

Any=% .
· [E :Y] is AVAILABLE



L

H

Y



LIMIT POSITION FACT

forany language C , any available position [X
:Y] is

extended bySome limitposition (i).

(We use Zorn's Lemma , onthe ordered set of

available positions extending [X :Y].
You can go

withoutZorn's Lemmon in the case
of a countable language.



TRUint &FALSITY In POSITIONS

A is TRUE in [X :4) if [X : A,Y] is outof bounds .
(ie XDA,4)

A is FALSEIN [X:Y) if [X
,
A :Y] is outof bounds.

Lie X ,ADY)

FACTS:* If A is bothtrue false in [X:4) then (X:Y] is outofbounds .

* Everymemberof X is true in [X:].

* Every memberofY is falsen [X:Y] ·



POSITION EQUIVALENCE

&:4] is equivalent to [iv] if

A is train [X :Y]E) Aistri [ciV]

A is false in [X :Y] #) Aisfalen (wiv]

Ea. [P ,gir) is equivalent to (a) aur : ]



Truth/Falsity Facts

And is truei (X:Y] if bothA$Baretime i [X:4]

And is false: (X:Y] if either A onBare falsei [X:Y]

AVB is truei (X:Y] if either A onBarefine i [X:4]

AVB is false: (X:Y] if bothA $B are false i [X:Y]

-A is truei (X:Y] if A is false: (X:7)

-A is falsei [X:Y] iff A is truei (X:7)



And is truei (X:Y] if bothA$Baretime i [X:4]

AsA B1-B
NL NL

XDAnB ,Y AnB--A
cut
XDAnB ,Y AnBzB

cut

XIA ,Y XDB ,Y

XDA,Y XDBMY
XR

XDAaB ,Y

And is false: (X:Y] if either A onBare falsei [X:Y]

X
,
AD Y

NL

X ,BDY
XL

X,AnBBY X,ABDY



THAT If CANNOT, In GENERAL BE

STRENGTHENED to an iff.

Pvq is true in [Prq : J , but we do notwant

either p or atrueci [pvgi] , in general,

Since we want to refute both

prgs-p & Pr979 .



HOWEVER
,
In LIMIT POSITIONS....

If [X:Y] is a limit position then

And is truei (X:Y] if bothA$Baretime i [X:4]

And is falsei (X:4)Oeither A onBare falsei [X:4)

AvB is true is (X:4) f either A onBare time in [X:Y]

AVB is false: (X:Y] if bothA $B arefalse i [X:Y]

-A is truei (X:Y] if A is false: (X:7)

-A is falsei [X:Y] iff A is truei (X:7)

#istimei[X:4) if) A is notfalse: [X :Y)



#strmei[X:4) if) A is notfakei[X :4) Where[x] is - limit
position)

If XDA,Y X
,ADY then by Cut XDY ,

& hence (X :Y] is notavailable.

If XCA,Y X ,AIDY ther AfX & A*Y,
8) hence [X :Y] is not maximal .

And is falsei (X:4)Oeither A onBare falsei [X:4)

# X,AaBDY , the XIPAaBiY & So,eitherXIDA,Y on XIDB,Y,

& hence,bymaximality, either X,#DY or X,BDY.



Se
,
LIMIT POSITIONS are BOOLEAN VALUATIONS

... and any
Bodemvaluation onL determines an

limit position (setting(=GA :~(A)
=14
,

Y=<B :N(B)
=03) - providedthatIdently regents

are the only axioms determining the bounds

& More generally , we say thata valuation v is a
counterexample to X-Y if v(A)=1 foreachAEX &
~(B)=0 fereach BE Y , and it respects XI-Y

if it is

valuation that

Let countert Thenaansition. S



COMPLETENESS via LIMIT Positions

Suppose [X :Y] is available .(Since XHY)

Then there is acit position [I :Y] extending
[X :4] ·

This position determines an BodenValuation n which

assigns each member of X thavalue
1 eachmemberof

Y, ThevalueO .

So , X#Y.



THIS GENERALISES...

Tuitionisticlegic : [D :Y] is available iff
for no XI + Ce is XI-C

derivable.

[ip : P] is available , so
,
is extended by a limit position.

Atany
such position, up is truef p

is false.

We do not haveAtre atorposition ifA is falsethere.

But, we have something that may be familiar...



7A is true in [X :Y] iff XOLA,Yy
which
, if [X :Y] is available,means XOLA,

8) this holds iff X ,At

Let's say (X:Y'] extends [X
:Y] if XEX'

Them -A is time i (XiY) if
- A is false in any available [X

:Y)

thatextends [X :Y]

( Similarly for the conditional : Asi is true in
[X :Y]

if B is true in any
available [X!Y'] extending[X :Y]

awhich A is true. Weuse XDA-B iAX,ADB .)



THIS GENERALISES...

· -
and also to model legics ,
as we will see tomorrow.



But WHATABOUT ASSERHON RENIAL?

AssertionofDenial are opposed

(CA : A] is out ofbounds)
... buthow , exactly?

What is denial ?



DENIALS : STRONG WEAR

Abelard: Labour will win Abelard: Labour will win
the Westminster election. the Westminster election.

Eloise: No . The Lib Dems
will win Eloise: No . Labor or theLibDems will

-

the Westminster election. (1) A Win the Westminsterelection .

↑ I
-

This is a strong denial. This is a weak denial

She rejects Abelard's claim
She rejects Abelard's can
as unwarranted

as false.



ASSERTION , DENAL THECommon GROUND

Represent the Common GROUND whatwe , together have
ruled in whatwehave ruled end) as a posities [X:Y].
X : positivecommonground y : negative commenground.

STRONGLY DENy A-bidtoadd A
to the negative c.g.

WEAKLY DENY A- block the additionof A to the positive ag



ASSERTION , DENAL THECommon GROUND

Represent the Common GROUND whatwe , together have
ruled in whatwehave ruled end) as a posities [X:Y].
X : positivecommonground y : negative commenground.

STRONGLY DENy A-bidtoadd A
to the negative c.g.

WEAKLY DENY A- block the additionof A to the positive ag

STRONGLY ASSERT A-bid to addA to the positive zog

WEEKLY ASSERT A -block the addition of Ato the negative ag



ISOLATING STRONG Assertion & DENAL

Abelard : Will Labour win?

IEloise : No
,
the LibDems will win .

~



ISOLATING STRONG Assertion & DENAL

Abelard : Will Labour win? Abelard :Will Labour win?

Eloise : No
,
the LibDems will win . I Eloise : No

,

eitherLaber on

the LibDems will win.

~ ???



ISOLATING STRONG Assertion & DENAL

Abelard : Will Labour win? Abelard :Will Labour win?

Eloise : No
,
the LibDems will win . I Eloise : No

,

eitherLaber on

the LibDems will win.

~ ???

I Eloise's not is appropriate
asan answer to Abelard's

question, thenthe follow-up
is a strangeway of saying
that the LibDems will win !



ISOLATING STRONG Assertion & DENAL

Abelard : Will Labour win? Abelard :Will Labour win?

Eloise : No
,
the LibDems will win . I Eloise : No

,

eitherLaber on

the LibDems will win.

~&
This cannotbea I Eloise's not is appropriate
weak denial, because asan answer to Abelard's-

Re question didn't question, thenthe follow-up
placetheclaim into

is a strangeway of sayingthe age, so
there

that the LibDems will win !
is nothing hereto block



BACK TO RULES for CONNECTIVES ...

X
,
A cB , Y *Y UB= V
--> R -> L

Yc- A+B ,4 X
,
U , A+Bi Y,V

together

Why arethese in humeny
? How aretheyadefinition?



BACK TO RULES for CONNECTIVES ...

X
,
A cB , Y *Y UB= V
--> R -> L

Yc- A+B ,4 X
,
U , A+Bi Y,V

together

Why arethese in humeny
? How aretheyadefinition?

-

1This is more

X,Ac-B ,Y abviously
This is
- ->Df

a definition
Xc- A+B ,Y -

X

atwo-way
rule



from ->If To -/+&

X,Ac-B ,Y
->Df

The↓ direction i - R
Xc- A+B ,Y

The↑ direction justifies +1 , usin
Cut Identity (2Id + 2 cuts)

Identity
A+Bi- A+B

->DfX *AYHBX-A ,Y A+B , Al-B Cut

X ,A+Bi-B,Y U,Bc-V
Cut

* ,U ,A+B: -Yir



From + 1/+& back to +>Df

->R just - Ift

-L justifies ->Df&, using Cut Identity
22Edg+ 1Cut)

- Id-Id
Al-A BAS

->L Xc- A+B ,Y
->Dfq

X +-A- B ,4 A-B
,
A2B X,Ac-B ,Y

cut
X ,AzB ,Y

· This generalizes to the other
connectives

· No Contractionen Weakening is ever used.



QUANTIFERS ?

X =- A(m) ,Y This works
, as adefinition

NDf oftheuniversal quantifier,
Xc-XxA(x) ,7 but to recoverthe FL Rules

we needto do servework& Obvious sideconditionon in inforce.
Ic

- i is absent from the bottomspent
XxA(x)1-kA(XDf& (TheSpecialise rule is-

YxA(x) =- A(m)o required into System
- Spec withtheDfRules
XXA(x)1-A(t) X Alt) + Y -it makes the

Cut m

eigenvariables)X ,YxA(x)-Y inferentially
general


